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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editors,

On behalf of my co-authors, I would like to submit our revised paper entitled “MicroRNA-26a regulates glucose metabolism by direct targeting PDHX in colorectal cancer cells” (MS:2652825112710837) for publication in BMC Cancer.

According to the editorial comments, we have carefully corrected several grammatical errors throughout the text in the current version, including the title in page1, the Abstract in page 2 and others.

The main revisions were mainly included as following.

1. Page 1, in the paper title: change "in colorectal cancer cells by directly targeting PDHX " to "by direct targeting PDHX in colorectal cancer cells".
2. Page 2, in the section of Abstract:
   Line 34, change " screened " to " predicted ".
   Line 35, add " binding ".
   Line 37, change "of PDHX mRNA and protein " to "at the mRNA and protein level ".
   Line 39, add " analysis ".
   Line 42, add " of ", change " its targeting protein expression " to " the level of its targeting protein ".
   .... and so.

Sincerely yours,